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helpful. personal. professional.

Additive manufacturing /
3D laser sintering process
Respond flexibly to customers‘ wishes and go beyond expectations
through remarkable speed and optimised components.

We can offer you new production opportu-

We process the plastic PA12, which demon-

nities with the laser sintering process. You

strates outstanding product characteristics.

will receive complex, cost-efficient compo-

Along with biocompatibility, PA 12 is also cha-

nents in no time at all. Respond more quickly

racterised by high stability and a wide variety

to customers‘ wishes and market demands,

of reprocessing possibilities.

and go beyond your customers‘ expectations
with this high flexibility.
The benefits for you: It goes without saying that products of the highest quality
are important to us as a company certified
under DIN EN ISO 9001:2015 and DIN
EN ISO 13485:2016.

Wire-eroding technology
Precision down to the tiniest detail
Condor® Custom Solutions can offer you

You will also benefit from low maintenan-

wire-eroding technology at the highest le-

ce periods and the tools‘ high resistance

vel. We guarantee that your products will

against wear and tear. This is our promise

be of outstanding quality. The extensive

of quality and service, which we will always

know-how of our team and a state-of-the-

keep - for a positive effect on your work.

art machine park offer the ideal conditions
for this.

Milling technology
High-quality results and partnership consultation
are guaranteed for you at Condor® Custom Solutions.
We will execute jobs reliably and on time

has grown into a high-technology area of

for you, and provide you with work re-

application with all kinds of possible uses.

sults of the highest precision, quality and

Thanks to our 5-axis milling machines,

perfection. In light of constantly growing

controlled by state-of-the-art CAD/CAM

customer demands, milling technology

systems, we can satisfy any demand.

Construction
Years of experience, innovation, flexibility.
We will support you throughout the

Our wide range of services offers the

entire development process of your pro-

ideal basis for creating a specific solution

ject. In this way, you will benefit from our

for you.

multi-disciplinary specialist knowledge.
We want to improve, to make things better for you.

Contact us!
We are happy to give you individual and personal advice!

Condor® Custom Solutions GmbH & Co. KG
Huchtfeld 4 • 33154 Salzkotten • Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 52 58 9916-20
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